STUDENT EVALUATION
The purpose of this information is to provide parents and legal guardians with evaluations of student progress and to recommend
parental involvement techniques to enhance the driver education training.

Dear Parent:
This is to provide you with an evaluation of

who is enrolled in the driver

Name of Student

education program. Up to four methods are used to determine evidence of successful completion and mastery in the
classroom phase. The following is a summary of your son / daughter's progress.
Unit tests:
Written assignments:
Skills performance checklist:
Comprehensive examinations of knowledge and skills:
Instructor Comments:

Your son / daughter has received seven hours of behind-the-wheel practice driving and seven hours of observing other
student drivers. He / She should have acquired the basic skills necessary in handling a motor vehicle as well as
important fundamental knowledge of good driving practices. With this limited practice, he / she is not yet an
experienced driver. Your continued cooperation and guidance can help develop additional competence.
Observation of his / her driving indicates that additional practice is needed on the items checked below:







Backing the car
Right turns
Left turns
Choosing correct lanes
Parallel parking







Angle parking
Parking upgrade and downgrade
Overtaking and passing
Heavy-traffic driving
Driving under unfavorable conditions







Speed Control
Braking Technique
Situational Awareness
Use of mirrors
Other

Instructor Comments:

While many safe driving skills have been practiced during the course, there has been limited time in which to develop
judgment in traffic situations. You can help to develop such judgment further if you point out, as you ride with your son /
daughter, traffic situations that may lead to trouble unless good judgment and defensive driving techniques are used.
When, in your opinion, your son / daughter has developed proper attitudes and sufficient skill to be allowed the use of a
car, you may wish to assist him / her in making arrangements for a class C license. The completed DE-964 that is
needed for your son / daughter to obtain a license is attached. When you feel your child is ready, you may take this
document to DPS to arrange his / her license.
Thank you for your cooperation in helping to make this course a success.
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